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Abstract

Spectral-timing techniques have proven valuable in studying the interplay between the X-ray corona and the accretion disc in variable active galactic nuclei (AGN). Under certain conditions, photoionised outflows emerging from central AGN regions also play a role in the observable spectral-timing properties of the nuclear components. The variable ionising flux causes the intervening gas to ionise or recombine, resulting in a time-dependent absorption spectrum. Understanding the spectral-timing properties of these outflows is critical for the determination of their role in the AGN environment, but also the correct interpretation of timing signatures of other AGN components. In this paper, we test the capabilities of the Athena X-IFU instrument in studying the spectral and spectral-timing properties of a black hole system displaying a variable outflow. We take the narrow-line Seyfert 1 IRAS 13224–3809 as a test case. Our findings show that while the non-linear response of the absorbing medium can result in complex behaviour of time lags, the resulting decrease in the coherence can be used to constrain gas density and distance to the central source. Ultimately, modelling the coherence spectra of AGN outflows may constitute a valuable tool in studying the physical properties of the outflowing gas.
2.1 Introduction

The variability of AGN X-ray emission has been extensively used to study the properties of the innermost regions surrounding the central supermassive black hole. The timescales of these flux variations range from years down to hundreds of seconds, with an amplitude reaching in some cases an order of magnitude (e.g. Ponti et al. 2012).

The short variability timescale limits the number of X-ray photons received for time-resolved spectroscopy. Fourier spectral-timing techniques (see Uttley et al. 2014, for a review) have proven invaluable for overcoming this limitation, as they rely on statistical properties of the analysed light curves, rather than a high signal-to-noise ratio in a given time and energy bin. Furthermore, they enable isolation and examination of processes occurring on different timescales, provided they can be distinguished by the energy at which they are manifested. Notably, the use of Fourier techniques allows measurement of delays associated with light-travel time between individual sources of X-rays within the central region, facilitating studies of the geometry and dynamics of the innermost accretion flow (Fabian et al. 2009; Zoghbi et al. 2012; De Marco et al. 2013; Kara et al. 2019; Alston et al. 2020).

In the current understanding of the central environment of AGN, the source of the primary variable X-ray flux is a compact corona (Galeev et al. 1979), lying close above the accretion disc. There, the thermal photons from the accretion disc are scattered by electrons to higher energies through the inverse Compton process (Haardt & Maraschi 1993). Part of this emission then irradiates the accretion disc, giving rise to a complex reflection spectrum, consisting of emission lines as well as a continuum component (Ross & Fabian 1993). The reflection process leads to time lags between the primary and secondary radiation due to the additional light travel time, an effect known as reverberation (Stella 1990; Reynolds et al. 1999; Uttley et al. 2014).

If gas outflows are present in such an environment, additional delays can be produced, either by reverberation on the outflowing material out of the line of sight (e.g. Miller et al. 2010; Mangham et al. 2017; Mizumoto et al. 2019b), or due to interaction of the photons with gas observed along the line of sight (Silva et al. 2016). The latter can occur when the ionisation of the outflowing gas evolves with the incoming variable X-ray radiation (Nicastro et al. 1999b). Indeed, absorption features associated with outflowing material are present in many AGN (see Laha et al. 2021, for a review). These outflows have been reported over a wide range of ionisation, as well as column density and outflow velocity. Outflows of lower ionisation (with ionisation parameter $\log \xi \sim 0–2$, where $\xi$ is in units of erg s$^{-1}$ cm) are often referred to as warm absorbers and have column densities typically between $N_{\text{H}} \sim 10^{20}–10^{22}$ cm$^{-2}$ and outflow velocities of $100–1000$ km s$^{-1}$ (e.g. Reynolds 1997; George et al. 1998; Blustin et al. 2005). Absorbers of higher ionisation (log $\xi \sim 3–6$) show a generally larger column density $N_{\text{H}} \sim 10^{22}–10^{24}$ cm$^{-2}$ and a higher velocity of $10^{4}–10^{5}$ km s$^{-1}$, for which they are also known as ultra-fast outflows (e.g. Tombesi et al. 2010; Cappi et al. 2013b).

The X-ray spectral-timing effects of absorbing outflows depend on the gas density, and consequently the distance from the ionising source, as demonstrated by Silva et al. (2016) on
a multi-component warm absorber. Their results imply the possibility of determination of these properties from the observed time lags.

Unfortunately, current instrumentation provides only limited possibilities for inferring gas properties from spectral-timing analysis of AGN outflows. Consequently, these methods can only be applied in the case of low-ionisation gas with a relatively high opacity. However, the large effective area and high spectral resolution in the energy range 0.2–12 keV offered by the X-ray Integral Field Unit (X-IFU; Barret et al. 2018) onboard the Athena X-ray observatory (Nandra et al. 2013) will enable detailed spectral timing studies of AGN structure, including highly ionised outflows.

For the timing analysis of AGN ionised outflows, narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxies (NLS1), in which outflows are commonly found (Leighly et al. 1997), are particularly suitable sources to target. The central flux shows strong variability, which occurs on timescales from days to hours and the amplitude change may exceed an order of magnitude in the X-ray flux (Boller et al. 1996; Leighly 1999a; Komossa & Meerschweinchen 2000).

In this study, we aim to demonstrate the capabilities of Fourier spectral-timing analysis of AGN outflows, applied to future Athena X-IFU observations. In particular, we simulate observations of ionised outflows in a highly variable NLS1, taking IRAS 13224–3809 as a model example, and discuss how the characteristic response of the absorption spectral features reflects in the time lags and the coherence extracted from the observed light curves. We demonstrate that the coherence can be used to constrain the density and distance of the absorbing medium. This, in turn, is essential information to understand the formation and the impact of these outflows in the context of AGN feedback.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2.2 is dedicated to a description of the simulations, and the timing analysis of the resulting light curves is presented in Section 2.3. There, in Section 2.3.1, the behaviour of outflows in an AGN, described by a simple baseline spectral energy distribution (SED), is presented. Our findings are then compared to a more complex situation, where the gas responds to an SED with a lagging component (Section 2.3.2). We explore a new method for gas distance determination as well as its limitations and future prospects in Section 2.4 and summarise our conclusions in Section 2.5.

### 2.2 Simulations

In order to simulate the behaviour of the gas response, we generated a realistic, yet simply-parameterised SED, which was used to determine the ionisation balance, and a light curve representative of a highly-variable NLS1. Using this modelled source behaviour, we simulated the evolution of ionisation properties of outflows under different conditions to encompass a wide range of the gas properties. A detailed description of this process, including the final simulation of Athena X-IFU observations, is the main subject of this section.
2.2.1 SED parameters

To construct a realistic source of the ionising radiation, we take the well-observed IRAS 13224–3809 as a model example. This AGN is a typical NLS1 located at $z = 0.0658$, with high X-ray variability (Gallo et al. 2004) and a presence of variable blueshifted absorption lines ascribed to a highly ionised gas, possibly outflowing at $\sim 0.2 \, c$ (Parker et al. 2017; Chartas & Canas 2018; Jiang et al. 2018). We base our simulations on the data obtained during the XMM-Newton observing campaigns conducted in 2011 and 2016 (PI: A. C. Fabian), totalling over 1.5 Ms of data. The data were reduced with the standard procedures of the XMM-Newton Science Analysis System version 18.0.0. We accounted for events received by EPIC-pn during readout (out-of-time events) and filtered out the time periods affected by the so-called soft-proton flares by excluding the data where the count rate deviated from the mean by more than $3 \, \sigma$ ($3-\sigma$ clipping). Short exposure losses (up to 1 ks) resulting from this procedure were filled in the light curve by linear interpolation and applying appropriate Poisson noise.

For the purpose of this study, only EPIC-pn light curves were used to obtain an average power spectrum, constructed from 100-ks segments with a 500 s time step. Consequently, the range of frequencies covered is $10^{-5} - 10^{-3} \, \text{Hz}$. 

![Figure 2.1: Average SED. The red and blue dashed lines represent power-law components whose normalisations vary simultaneously to mimic the AGN variability. The adjacent power law below $\sim 0.6 \, \text{keV}$ pivots around the point at 2910 Å. The grey-shaded area represents the ionising luminosity (see Section 2.2.3 for further details).](image-url)
To model the SED of the ionising source (see Fig. 2.1), a time-averaged EPIC-pn spectrum, obtained from observation 0780561701, was used, showing low variability and moderate flux (Parker et al. 2017). The SED was constructed to qualitatively match the observed spectrum, while keeping the model simple to ensure that the absorber timing behaviour remains easy to isolate in the analysis.

The resulting soft X-ray part of the SED consists of a broken power law, dominant below \( \sim 1 \) keV, where a strong soft excess is present in the spectrum. Above the break energy at 0.6 keV, a steep decline in flux (with the photon index \( \Gamma = 5.0 \)) occurs, while the flatter, low-energy part of this component extends down to a point obtained from the flux at 2910 Å, measured by the OM filter UVW1. This flux was corrected for extinction \( E(B-V) = 0.062 \); Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011), using a Galactic extinction curve (Cardelli et al. 1989) with \( R_V = 3.1 \). Since the variability observed in the UV band is much smaller relative to that of the X-rays (Buisson et al. 2018), we used the time-averaged value of the UV flux. Above \( \sim 1 \) keV, the dominant component is a flatter \( (\Gamma = 2.1) \) power law, which mimics a complex reflection spectrum (Jiang et al. 2018), with a cut-off at 150 keV. For the low-energy part of the SED below 2910 Å, the default AGN continuum in CLOUDY (Mathews & Ferland 1987) was used.

During the simulations, we let the SED shape vary in time to simulate the source variability. This is, for simplicity, achieved by changing the normalisation of the flatter \( \Gamma = 2.1 \) power law (blue dashed line in Fig. 2.1) and of the steep \( \Gamma = 5.0 \) part of the soft power law (red dashed line). The low-energy part of this component, below the break at 0.6 keV, is fixed at the UV point at 2910 Å, around which it pivots, producing gradually decreasing variability amplitude towards lower energies.

### 2.2.2 Source light curve

To model the interaction of the unobscured AGN radiation with the intervening outflow, we simulated a 1Ms light curve representative of the highly variable IRAS 13224–3809. For this purpose, we employed an algorithm presented by Timmer & Koenig (1995), with which linear time series can be generated, having the desired power spectral density as provided on input.

The functional form of the power spectral density used here was modelled as a broken power-law, following Summons et al. (2007), further modified by an additional parameter \( s \) which controls the sharpness of the bend. The resulting form is

\[
P(\nu) \propto \frac{(\nu/\nu_B)^{\alpha_L}}{[1 + (\nu/\nu_B)^{(\alpha_L - \alpha_H)s}]^{1/s}}.
\]

The break frequency \( \nu_B \) in our model is \( 2 \times 10^{-5} \) Hz, while \( \alpha_L, \alpha_H \) and \( s \) are set to \(-1, -1.7 \) and 5, respectively, qualitatively matching the observed variability properties of IRAS 13224–3809. The simulated light curve, with a time step of 500 s, was then adjusted to yield a log-normal flux distribution, as observed in real data (see Uttley et al. 2005). To illustrate the resulting source flux behaviour, we present the 0.6–1.0 keV band light curve in Fig. 2.2. In this energy
range, the SED shape is constant in time and its normalisation changes according to the simulated variations.

### 2.2.3 Time-dependent ion concentrations

Following the approach of Krolik & Kriss (1995a), the concentration of a certain ionisation state $i$ of an element $X$ as a function of time $n_{Xi}$ can be described by a set of ionisation balance equations

$$\frac{dn_{Xi}}{dt} = -n_{e}n_{X}\alpha_{rec,X_{i}-1} - n_{X}\alpha_{rec,X_{i}}I_{X_{i}} + n_{e}n_{X_{i+1}}\alpha_{rec,X_{i}+1} + n_{X_{i-1}}I_{X_{i}-1},$$

(2.2)

where $n_{e}$ is the electron density and $I_{X_{i}}$ and $\alpha_{rec,X_{i}}$ are the ionisation and recombination rates, respectively, between state $i$ and $i+1$. We note that taking only photoionisation and radiative recombination into account, Auger ionisation, collisional ionisation and three-body recombination are neglected.

The equilibrium ionisation and recombination rates of the outflowing gas were determined using Cloudy (version 17.01; Ferland et al. 2017), following the procedure presented by Silva et al. (2016). In the case of the immediate reaction of the gas to changes in the incoming radiation, its ionisation parameter scales linearly with the ionising luminosity, given by the relation

$$\xi = \frac{L_{ion}}{n r^2},$$

(2.3)
calculated using cgs units. The ionising luminosity $L_{ion}$ is defined in the energy range $1-1000$ Ryd, $n$ stands for the hydrogen number density and $r$ for the distance to the ionising
source. For the light curve used here, log $\xi$ departs from the mean value by no more than approximately $\pm 0.44$ dex, following eq. (2.3). The rates were calculated for the whole light curve with a smaller time step of 50 s, using interpolated values of $\xi$ on input, to ensure successful integration, as detailed below. Furthermore, we assume that the denominator in eq. (2.3) remains constant over the timescale covered in our simulations.

For the absorber, a hydrogen column density of $10^{23} \text{ cm}^{-2}$ and a mean $\log \xi = 3.6$ were first used, similar to the outflow properties reported for IRAS 13224–3809 (Jiang et al. 2018). The metallicity was assumed to be solar with abundances from Lodders et al. (2009). In addition to this highly ionised gas, we also probed lower ionisation components: $\log \xi = 2.6$ and $\log \xi = 1.6$, with column densities of $2.5 \times 10^{22} \text{ cm}^{-2}$ and $8 \times 10^{21} \text{ cm}^{-2}$, respectively. The column densities were chosen to yield comparable total line opacity over the observable X-ray band with respect to the highly ionised case.

We solve the system of equations for a set of distances to the ionising source, tied to the gas density by relation (2.3), and assuming a constant electron density (e.g. Nicastro et al. 1999b; Kaastra et al. 2012; Silva et al. 2016). The range of distances probed is $10^{15.25} - 10^{19.5} \text{ cm}$, with a step of 0.25 dex, which, for all three average outflow ionisations, covers a broad range of gas behaviour in response to continuum variations, from immediate to no response. For the initial conditions, the concentrations were set to equilibrium values. To ensure successful integration of the stiff ordinary differential equations, we use a fourth-order Rosenbrock method with an adaptive stepper stiff implementation presented in (Press et al. 1992).

![Figure 2.3: Time-dependent relative concentrations of Fe xx simulated for several distances from the ionising source (see legend). With increasing distance, the response becomes weaker and increasingly delayed with respect to the equilibrium concentrations instantaneous response (black dots).](image-url)
As the original time step of the light curve (500 s) did not lead to accurate solutions for nearly-equilibrium conditions, a smaller (50 s) step was used, linearly interpolating between the points of the original light curve.

An illustrative example of the evolution of the ion concentrations, namely Fe\textsuperscript{xx}, during a small part of the light curve, is shown in Fig. 2.3. The non-equilibrium concentrations are plotted for seven distances from the ionising source, along with equilibrium values (instantaneous response, black dots), for comparison. As the distance increases (i.e. the density decreases), the response of the gas to the continuum variations becomes delayed with respect to the equilibrium values and, concurrently, less sensitive to high-frequency variations. The amplitude of the changes decreases and eventually the ion concentration remains constant, set by the average radiation field.

2.2.4 Simulated observations

Having the time-dependent ionic concentrations at our disposal, the spectra of the evolving system, when observed with Athena X-IFU, could be simulated. In addition to the AGN model constructed in Section 2.2.1, a SPEX (version 3.04; Kaastra et al. 1996) component slab (Kaastra et al. 2002), was used to represent the outflowing gas, as this model allows for the ionic column densities to be set independently. For simplicity, we assume that the gas is not affected by a systemic outflow velocity. We assumed a Gaussian velocity broadening of the absorption spectrum, of $\sigma_v = 1000$ km s$^{-1}$. The effect of the line broadening on the timing products is discussed in Section 2.4.

2.3 Results

The analysis of the timing properties of the simulated system follows the procedure described in detail in Uttley et al. (2014). The light curves were extracted in bins of width $\Delta E = 2.5$ eV to match the X-IFU resolution, in the energy range 0.35–10 keV and were all compared to a reference, virtually unabsorbed light curve, extracted from 0.2 to 0.35 keV. To reduce the dependence of the derived timing properties on individual realisations of the underlying variability process, the 1 Ms simulation was divided into 20 segments, which were used to obtain averaged intermediate timing products (for further details see Sect. 2 in Uttley et al. 2014). As a consequence of the reduced length of individual segments (50 ks), the timing products presented here probe temporal frequencies in the range $2 \times 10^{-5} - 10^{-3}$ Hz. For illustration of the dependence on frequency, the results below are shown for individual Fourier frequencies resulting from the timing analysis, sampled with a constant step of $2 \times 10^{-5}$ Hz.

In the following, we explore how the coherence and time lag evolve as a function of energy, for three different energetics of the outflow (Section 2.2.3) as a function of the distance of the absorber from the source. In this example, the SED varies in a simple manner (see Section 2.2.1). The effect of a more complex change of the SED along the light curve is then addressed in Section 2.3.2.
2.3 Results

2.3.1 Baseline SED

2.3.1.1 Coherence

Since the response of the absorbing gas to variations of the ionising flux is typically non-linear (e.g. Rybicki & Lightman 1991), the light curves affected by absorption lines associated with the outflow will be generally less coherent with the unabsorbed reference light curve. In Fig. 2.4, the coherence is plotted as a function of energy for all three simulated outflow energetics, displayed per column.

The top row panels contain example Athena spectra for minimum and maximum continuum flux, as set by the light curve, and ionic concentrations of an equilibrium absorber. This is illustrative of the extent of changes in both gas ionisation and continuum flux. The shape of the SED, typical of an NLS1, enhances the presence of iron ions from the M-, L- or K-shell, depending on $\xi$. The contribution of other elements potentially appearing at energies $\lesssim 3$ keV, such as C, O or Ne is much smaller, as these elements are effectively depleted of their electrons by the strong radiation below $\sim 2$ keV (Nicastro et al. 1999a).

In the nine panels below, the coherence spectra are displayed for 6 distances in each panel, while every row covers a different frequency. We display the frequencies (corresponding to timescales from 25 down to 12.5 ks) in a range related to more pronounced absorption timing features. This is also in agreement with the frequencies identified in e.g. Kara et al. (2016) at which lags could be influenced by absorption. The distances are selected to cover a wide range of possible gas response, from nearly immediate (at $10^{16.5}$ cm) to only a small change in concentrations (at $10^{19.0}$ cm).

For each drop in coherence, a spectral feature is visible, but not vice versa (e.g. below 0.6 keV in the right column). This happens because, for a fixed distance, the magnitude of the drop depends both on the non-linearity of the absorber response in a given energy bin and the magnitude of this response, relative to the underlying continuum component. Thus, if the line is weak or the response is close to linear, only a small drop is present. We note that the continuum variation is fully coherent, by the construction of the simulation.

The magnitude of absorption-related coherence pattern does not vary dramatically as a function of frequency. The individual features, however, show moderate differences across timescales, as can be seen by comparing the coherence spectra in different rows of Fig. 2.4. Consequently, information from some frequencies may be more sensitive to changing distance, clearly visible in the insets of Fig. 2.4.

As the average ionisation becomes higher, the range of distances at which the gas response is unique moves to smaller distances, as a result of longer recombination timescale (Nicastro et al. 1999b). This effect can be seen in the insets of Fig. 2.4, comparing the coherence patterns between different ionisations. While the patterns at $r = 10^{16.5} - 10^{17.5}$ cm fully overlap for the low-ionisation absorber (left), the pattern at $r = 10^{17.5}$ cm can still be distinguished in the middle panel. Finally, in the case of the highly-ionised outflow, also the pattern for $r = 10^{17.0}$ cm shows noticeable differences when compared to that for $r = 10^{16.5}$ cm.
Figure 2.4: Top row: For every outflow, spectra of the maximum and minimum continuum flux and equilibrium ion concentrations are displayed for reference. Each simulated outflow is displayed in a different row, from low to high ionisation (left to right). 2nd–4th row: the coherence spectrum is displayed for six selected distances. In every row, the coherence is shown for a different frequency to illustrate the timescale dependent behaviour in different energy bins.
2.3 Results

Figure 2.5: The dependence of the coherence on the outflow distance, shown here for the highly ionised ($\log \xi = 3.6$) outflow at $4 \times 10^{-5}$ Hz. Left panel: the coherence spectra (see Fig. 2.4) are plotted vertically for four reference distances. The positions of some representative absorption features are marked with dotted lines, to guide the eye. Right panel: the coherence in the energy bins highlighted in the left panel is displayed this time as a function of distance, vertically offset to match the position of the corresponding dotted lines in the left panel. To enhance the readability of the plot, lines showing larger change in coherence are darker. The minimum and maximum values of the coherence for the feature at $\sim 6.5$ keV are given in the plot, for reference.

An alternative visualisation of the coherence as a function of the outflow distance is shown for the highly ionised outflow in the right panel of Fig. 2.5. There, each line represents the coherence in one energy bin, corresponding to absorption features marked on the left, selected to illustrate the coherence behaviour. The lines are vertically offset to help identify them in the coherence-energy plot on the left, where the coherence is displayed for several distances for reference (see caption for more details). The generally decreasing coherence with decreasing distance to the ionising source is due to the increased sensitivity of this absorber to the continuum variations. This trend is halted when the equilibrium concentrations are reached in a time shorter than the continuum variability time scale, in this case at distances below $10^{16.5}$ cm. Furthermore, it is clearly visible that each ion shows its own delayed response over a slightly different range of distances (or gas densities). This naturally reflects in the coherence features; the level of the average gas ionisation sets not only the
energies at which the drops can be observed, but also the range of distances at which the gas leaves a characteristic imprint in the coherence spectrum.

2.3.1.2 Time lags

The lag-energy spectra for the simulated outflows (Fig. 2.6) are displayed for the same six distances and Fourier frequencies as in the coherence spectra in Fig. 2.4, (discussed in Sect. 2.3.1.1). Each column is reserved for a different simulated outflow, with increasing ionisation from left to right. The time lags shown below the example spectra are displayed by row for 4, 6 and $8 \times 10^{-5}$ Hz, respectively, to illustrate the sensitivity of the absorption-related lags on increasing frequency. The lag is computed to yield negative values when the band-of-interest light curve is lagging behind the 0.2–0.35 keV reference light curve.

Unlike the coherence features, the presence of physical time lags is limited to outflows where the gas is out of equilibrium with the ionising radiation. In such cases, the response time of the absorbing medium translates into changes in equivalent widths (EWs) of absorption lines, which act as a delayed component in the absorbed light curve. Thus, for a fully coherent signal, time lags would only be detected in the case of a delayed response, provided sufficient absorption variability.

However, due to the intrinsically incoherent signal resulting from the variable absorption, the lags produced by the outflow have a non-intuitive pattern. At larger distances, the coherence (see Fig. 2.5) of the absorber-affected light curves is higher and the measured time lags reflect also the physical delays in the signal (see e.g. the lag features around 1 keV in the right column of Fig. 2.6). Overall, the magnitude of the absorber time lags decreases with increasing temporal frequency, as can be seen comparing the lag patterns in each column.

In all nine panels of Fig. 2.6 displaying the time lags it is noticeable that not all features show a negative lag indicative of a delayed response. In fact, the derived time lags may show an opposite sign than expected. This happens when the EW of the absorption feature is anti-correlated with the continuum flux; the absorbed light curve then seemingly leads the ionising flux variations (see also Zoghbi et al. 2019). Such behaviour is clearly visible in our simulations e.g. around 6.5 keV in the right panels of Fig. 2.6. In addition, the positive lags in the unabsorbed continuum, best visible in the left panels, are unrelated to this behaviour, as the positive-sign delay is produced by lagging absorption lines in the reference band.

A detailed illustration of the distance-dependent behaviour of the time lags is in Fig. 2.7. In the left panel, we show again, for a given frequency ($4 \times 10^{-5}$ Hz) and ionisation parameter ($\log \xi = 3.6$), the lag spectrum at four selected distances. In the right panel, the time lag of several representative absorption features is shown, with a vertical offset to match the position of the given band on the left. To focus on the behaviour of the physical time lags, the absorption features selected for the right panel have coherence exceeding 0.5 at all probed radii, where the contribution of artificial lags caused by incoherent signal does not dominate the radial lag profile. Consequently, the strongest coherence features (see Fig. 2.5), in many cases showing also large positive lags at some distances, are excluded here.
2.3 Results

Figure 2.6: Top row: For every outflow, spectra of the maximum and minimum continuum flux and equilibrium ion concentrations are displayed for reference. Each simulated outflow is displayed in a different row, from low to high ionisation (left to right). 2nd–4th row: the lag spectrum is displayed for six selected distances. In every row, the lag is shown for a different frequency to illustrate the timescale-dependent behaviour at different energies. Where the response is non-linear, the derived time lags can reach values (exceeding the displayed range in some cases) unrelated to the physical lags (see section 2.3.1 for more details). From the definition, the negative value corresponds to the band-of-interest light curve lagging behind the reference one.
Figure 2.7: The dependence of the time lag on the outflow distance, shown for the highly ionised ($\log \xi = 3.6$) outflow at $4 \times 10^{-5}$ Hz. Left panel: the time-lag spectra (see Fig. 2.6) are plotted vertically for four reference distances. The positions of some representative absorption features (with coherence greater than 0.5) are marked with dotted lines, to guide the eye. Right panel: the time lag in the energy bins highlighted in the left panel is displayed here as a function of distance, vertically offset to match the position of the corresponding dotted lines in the left panel. To enhance the readability of the plot, lines showing larger time lag are darker. For reference, the lag minimum as well as the values at $r = 10^{15.5}$ and $10^{19.5}$ cm for the strong feature at 0.65 keV are given in the plot (in $10^3$ s).

Following the lines in the right panel of Fig. 2.7 in the direction of increasing distance (from right to left), the initial constant behaviour corresponds to an instantaneous response. Any lag visible there is caused by partial non-linearity of the gas response. After the gas ionic concentrations start departing from equilibrium values, the time lags increase in magnitude with increasing distance, since the gas can no longer follow the continuum variability immediately. Beyond the maximal detected delay, the continuum variations are too fast for the absorbing medium to respond strongly enough for the lag to remain visible, and the lag magnitude follows a decreasing trend. Finally, the gas state becomes set by the time-average radiation field and no lags are observed.

Naturally, the timing properties in the case of absorber-induced delayed response are limited to energies where the EWs of absorption lines are substantially changing. Thus, if the lines
are well-separable from the continuum, the source timing behaviour can be constrained independently.

2.3.2 Effects of intrinsic continuum lags

To simulate the outflow timing behaviour in a more realistic system, we introduced time lags to the ionising radiation itself. Their phenomenological prescription has the form presented in Fig. 2.8, mimicking the soft and hard lags observed in AGN, typically between 0.3–1.0 and 1.0–5 keV (e.g. De Marco et al. 2013). This function was used to relate the normalisations of the two power-law components describing a part of the SED (Fig. 2.1), yielding a mutually lagging continuum in the X-ray band.

At frequencies below $\sim 3 \times 10^{-4}$ Hz, the steep soft power-law component precedes the hard, with a maximum lag of 800 s. At higher frequencies, the sign of the time lag changes to mimic the soft lag, with a maximum delay of $\sim 70$ s at about $10^{-3}$ Hz. As discussed above, the lags produced by the absorbing medium extend out to the highest frequencies, despite decreasing in magnitude significantly. At $\sim 10^{-3}$ Hz, the absorber lags produced in our simulations are of about 20 s in the most delayed cases.

Figure 2.8: Time lag as a function of Fourier frequency used for modelling a time-variable shape of the ionising continuum. The positive lag at low frequencies represents the so-called hard lag, i.e. the soft-band light curve variations precede those in the hard band. Above $\sim 3 \times 10^{-4}$ Hz, the value transitions to a negative (soft) lag.

Time lags in the case of absorber response are discrete features in lag spectra and if the lines are well-separable from the continuum, the source timing behaviour outside absorber-affected energies can be constrained independently. As can be seen in the bottom panel of Fig. 2.9, the absorber lags are, however, affected by the different SED shape resulting from the lagging components. Nevertheless, the effect of continuum lags is rather small, owing to the magnitude of the lags with respect to the variability timescale and the overall
shape of the SED. Specifically, the dominant contribution of the soft (<1 keV) part of the SED ionising luminosity has a considerably stronger effect on the gas ionic concentrations than the high-energy power law. The effect on the coherence pattern (the top panel of Fig. 2.9) is even smaller, as the SED variability, which drives the non-linear absorption behaviour, remains close to the simultaneously variable case.

2.3.3 Observational noise

The results presented thus far do not have the effects of Poisson noise taken into account. While the requirements for the signal-to-noise ratio in a given time step are lower compared to time-resolved spectroscopy, the observed count rate of the light curves still naturally limits the precision of the timing analysis results. As a consequence, suitable binning in frequency and energy might be necessary.

The mean fluxes in the soft (0.5–2 keV) and hard (2–10 keV) band of the source simulated here are approximately $2 \times 10^{-12}$ erg s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ and $5 \times 10^{-13}$ erg s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$, respectively, assuming the distance of IRAS 13224–3809. Consequently, the respective count rates obtained with Athena X-IFU would be 10 and 0.3 counts per second. To include these observational

![Figure 2.9: Comparison of simulation results for a system with the log $\xi = 3.6$ outflow and $r = 10^{17.5}$ cm and synchronously varying SED (red line) and SED composed of mutually lagging components (blue line). The coherence and time lag are shown for $4 \times 10^{-5}$ Hz where the continuum at $E > 1$ keV leads the soft X-ray variations.](image)
2.3 Results

Figure 2.10: Coherence and time lag spectra unaffected by Poisson noise (red line) and results for simulated data with Poisson noise applied prior to the timing analysis. The results are plotted for the log $\xi = 3.6$ outflow at $r = 10^{17.5}$ cm and a frequency of $4 \times 10^{-5}$ Hz, derived from the 1 Ms simulation using the frequency width of $2 \times 10^{-5}$ Hz for the cross-spectrum. The declining trend in coherence at high energies is caused by the lower AGN flux and consequently stronger contribution of Poisson noise to the timing behaviour of these light curves.

limitations in our simulations, Poisson noise was applied to the simulated 500 s spectra used for light curve extraction.

The effects of observational noise are illustrated in Fig. 2.10, where the noise-affected coherence displayed in the upper panel is the raw coherence (eq. 11 in Uttley et al. 2014), computed directly from the simulated data. The results are presented for the 1 Ms simulation, averaging over 50 ks long light curve segments and using energy bins equally spaced on a logarithmic scale with $\log \Delta E \approx 0.4$, where $E$ is in keV, to improve the signal to noise ratio.

It is clearly visible that a decline in continuum flux and, consequently, an increasing influence of Poisson noise is manifested by a gradually decreasing coherence towards higher energies. The same behaviour can be seen also in strongly absorbed bins around 1 keV, where the intrinsically incoherent counting noise lowers the coherence either together with the non-linear absorber response or alone. This effect, possibly limiting the use of the outflow spectral-timing features at higher energies even with data from Athena, can be further amplified if the absorption features are strongly blue-shifted and therefore act at energies with lower continuum flux; e.g. the feature at $\sim 6.5$ keV would shift by 1 keV for an outflow at $0.15 c$. 


Since the estimation of the error on the time lag is closely related to the value of the raw
coherence (eq. 12 in Uttley et al. 2014, and references therein), the precision of the lag
estimation decreases substantially both towards higher energies and in less coherent bins
due to the non-linear absorber response.

2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Outflow distance determination

The timing properties of the photoionised outflows’ absorption features depend on the gas
density, or equivalently the distance to the ionising source. Due to the non-linearity of the
gas response to the changes in the ionising radiation, the observed coherence of the light
curves affected by variable absorption is generally lower than in unabsorbed bands, in the
absence of other uncorrelated components in the signal. Furthermore, while the imprint in
the coherence spectra is generally dependent on the temporal frequency, all timescales are
affected, as long as the absorber ionisation changes due to the source flux variations.

In order to take advantage of this behaviour to determine the outflow properties, the absorber-
induced timing behaviour needs to be constrained accurately. This will be possible with the
high spectral resolution of *Athena* X-IFU, allowing the absorption lines and the associated
timing features to be isolated from the surrounding emission spectrum. Additionally, our
simulations suggest that the coherence features tend to be only marginally affected when
mutually lagging continuum components are introduced, as shown in Fig. 2.9. This is due
to the low sensitivity of the SED variability itself to the delays of the individual continuum
components, which, in turn, forms the absorption behaviour. As a result, absorption-induced
coherence features may be easily visible also with a multi-component varying continuum.

Considering the above-mentioned properties, the coherence spectra could be used to con-
strain the distance to the ionising source. An illustrative example of the applicability of this
approach is presented in Fig. 2.11. There, the $\chi^2$ is shown, calculated for the raw coherence
of the noise-included simulations as a function of energy, assuming that for all absorbers, the
distance is $r = 10^{18}$ cm. In the top panels, timescales from 50 ks to $\sim$4 ks (about 1 d – 1 h,
covered by 12 frequencies) are used to determine the $\chi^2$. Below, the values computed sepa-
ately for each frequency are colour-coded and illustrate how the sensitivity to a change in
the parameter varies for different temporal frequencies. Due to the increasing influence of
the noise (see Sect 2.3.3, only the energy bins below 2 keV were used, containing most of
the variable absorption.

As discussed in Section 2.3, the average level of ionisation determines the range of distances
at which the gas response is delayed (and leads to a unique coherence pattern). In general,
the range of distances at which the gas reacts with a delay moves closer to the ionising source
with higher average gas ionisation, but ultimately the sensitivity to this parameter is set by
the timing signature of the resulting absorption lines. Overall, the statistic computed for the
models corresponding to all other distances differs significantly from the best-fitting one.
Namely, the smallest difference, between the neighbouring parameter value ($r = 10^{17.75}$ cm)
Figure 2.11: Example of a fit of the coherence spectrum. Top: $\chi^2$ of the coherence spectra for the models using energy in the range 0.35–2.0 keV and first 12 frequencies, calculated with 1259 degrees of freedom. Bottom: The same but plotted for each frequency separately, with 104 degrees of freedom each. The ‘models’ were compared to simulated data for an outflow at $r = 10^{18}$ cm, marked with the dashed vertical line. As can be seen in the bottom panel, while the coherence at the longest timescales shows a strong dependence on the radius, combining the information from different frequencies further improves the constraint.
in the case of the lowest-ionisation outflow, is $\Delta \chi^2 > 90$. Equivalently, the gas density would be estimated with a correspondingly high accuracy.

Knowledge of the location of the absorbing gas is crucial for the determination of the mass outflow rate and ultimately also the kinetic luminosity of the outflow. Other observables, on which these quantities depend, i.e. the outflow velocity and column density, can be determined from current observations, leaving the outflow distance the remaining one to be constrained. Therefore, the constraints provided by the modelling of the spectral-timing properties of these outflows can provide valuable information in assessing their role in the AGN feedback.

### 2.4.2 Current limitations and future outlook

The magnitude of the timing features is dependent not only on the response of the outflow spectral signatures, but also the column density and the covering factor. This has been recently shown for XMM-Newton observations by De Marco et al. (2020), illustrating that the intrinsic coherence can decrease considerably, if the fraction of primary emission transmitted by the absorber in a given band is low.

Furthermore, high gas column density can be associated with line saturation, which, in turn, can alter the response of the absorber-affected light curve. Fig. 2.12 shows an example of this effect, where the coherence and time lags are plotted for a simulation of an absorber with mean $\log \xi = 1.6$ and turbulent line broadening of $\sigma_v = 100$ and $1000$ km s$^{-1}$, respectively. As can be seen in the spectra in the top panel, most of the strongest absorption features noticeable in the higher broadening scenario (blue lines) are greatly suppressed when the broadening is smaller (red and yellow), owing to a higher level of saturation. At the corresponding energies in the panels below, both the coherence dips and time lags are reduced as well. This is a consequence of a reduction of the response strength when the lines become saturated, allowing more of the coherent continuum flux to be transmitted. While the turbulent line broadening in AGN outflows usually cannot be reliably determined with the current instruments, the spectral resolution of X-IFU will allow an analysis of individual spectral lines and thus setting this parameter of the simulation accurately.

High energy resolution together with a large effective area of the instrument is needed for the outflow properties determination, as illustrated in Fig. 2.13. There, the intrinsic source coherence (top panel) is estimated from the noise-included (observed) raw coherence (bottom panel) for both X-IFU and XMM-Newton EPIC-pn detectors, for comparison. The intrinsic coherence was recovered using the approach described in eq. (8) of Vaughan & Nowak (1997). As the lines illustrate, the energy resolution of EPIC-pn reduces the intrinsic coherence features, which cannot be reliably estimated from the observed data (blue points) due to the high contribution of Poisson noise, dominant already below 1 keV.

Even with future instruments, the observational noise may limit the use of high-energy absorption features, such as the Fe lines in the $\sim 6.4$–$7$ keV range, prominent in high-ionisation outflows. This is also the case for the source simulated here, resembling IRAS 13224–3809 (Sect. 2.3.3). We note, however, that this particular source is not among the brightest in
the X-ray band, with an average $0.5$–$10$ keV flux of $1.9 \times 10^{-12} \text{ erg s}^{-1} \text{ cm}^{-2}$ (Bianchi et al. 2009). Nevertheless, depending on the source, the spectral timing analysis of future X-IFU observations may still rely on the absorption signatures present at lower energies, likely exhibiting a more complex source behaviour.

The observing capabilities of upcoming X-ray missions, including Athena, will provide new insight into the nature of the AGN emission sources in the soft X-ray band. It is likely that the observed features, connected to the absorption from AGN outflows, will be mixed with currently unresolved components, such as emission lines produced by disc reflection (Barret & Cappi 2019), requiring a careful approach in both data analysis and modelling. However, the rising computational power and development of simulation techniques, aiming at detailed modelling of the AGN central components geometry and dynamics and their effects on the timing properties (e.g. Alston et al. 2020), will enable self-consistent modelling of the photoionised absorbing medium along the line of sight.

Figure 2.12: Top: Spectra of the outflow with the average $\log \xi = 1.6$, in maximum and minimum continuum flux and gas ionisation, displayed for $\sigma_v = 100 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ (red and yellow) and $\sigma_v = 1000 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ (dark and light blue). Middle and bottom: Coherence and time lag spectra plotted for this outflow and both values of line broadening, $\sigma_v = 100 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ in orange and $\sigma_v = 1000 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ in blue lines. The results are plotted for a frequency of $4 \times 10^{-5} \text{ Hz}$ and $r = 10^{17.5} \text{ cm}$. Positions of the strongest lines are marked by vertical grey lines to help match the features in different panels.
The timing studies done with *Athena* X-IFU observations will allow timescales of up to about 100 ks to be probed (Barret et al. 2018), separated by cryostat cooling periods, for longer observations. The resulting gaps, together with other instrumental effects affecting timing analysis will require a specific approach to mitigate the associated biases (Huppenkothen & Bachetti 2022).

### 2.5 Conclusions

In this study, we simulated a set of photoionised AGN outflows with differing ionisation, focusing on their response to the ionising radiation of a highly variable NLS1, as they could be observed in absorption by X-IFU on board *Athena*. The resulting synthetic observations were analysed employing Fourier timing techniques, concentrating in particular on the coherence and time lag as a function of energy.

Three outflow energetics were considered, spanning from moderate to high average ionisation, $\log \xi = 1.6, 2.6, 3.6$, respectively.
For a range of the gas densities (or the distance to the source), the radiative processes happen on longer timescales relative to the source variability, giving rise to a delayed and smoothed variable absorption. Due to the non-linear nature of the gas response to the source radiation, the absorption features will produce local dips in coherence spectra, different depending on the frequency and the gas properties.

The capability of X-IFU will allow us to exploit the coherence as a tool to determine the gas density, and equivalently its distance from the ionising source. Our simulations show that for a typical NLS1, the location of the absorber, important for evaluating the impact of the gas on the surrounding medium, can be determined with at least the accuracy of the parameter space grid step, 0.25 dex.

The simulations also reveal a complex behaviour of the lag spectrum. Typically, time lags can be observed even when the changes in the gas ionic concentrations are effectively instantaneous, or can have the magnitude and/or sign unrelated to the intrinsic delays in the signal. This results from the generally non-linear gas response and the combination of signal from the transmitted emission and the variable absorption in a given light curve.

In conclusion, Athena X-IFU, in conjunction with new analysis methods, promises an important step forward in the understanding of the physical characteristics of the AGN ionised outflows.